Monday 12th April
Dear Parents/Carers
Welcome back to school for the summer term; I do hope you all enjoyed a holy and
restful Easter break. We come back to school on the day more of society is opening
up and restrictions are slowly being eased. As stated before the break we will
continue with our current procedures but continually asses the local and national
situation so we can open up more and get back to some type of normal. I will keep
you updated and I appreciate your patience. Although limited there are some dates
and events shared on the website, in the calendar.
School Uniform
Since returning fully in March we have been supportive with gaps in school uniform
for obvious reasons, however this term and now shops are fully opening we do
expect the children to be wearing the full and correct uniform, which includes shoes
and not trainers. Over the next few weeks please ensure your child is in the correct
attire for school. In addition as the weather improves children can wear ‘summer
uniform’ but polo shirts must have the school badge on. These can be ordered at
www.myclothing.com
Reading Books
Over the last two years we have invested heavily in new reading stock however
since the lockdowns we have seen the stock deplete considerably. Please can you
look at home and return any school reading books. In addition we cannot change
books for the children if books are not returned. Thank you for your support.
Sports Equipment
Although I am not on Facebook I am told that Dunhelm (Trafford) are running a
competition for schools to win sports equipment. Please can you ‘like’ and ‘share’ the
post while voting for our school? Every little helps in these times, thank you for your
support.
Dinner Money
As we only have one entrance and exit door into the canteen and a narrow corridor
we are not serving hot dinners presently. This half term we will continue to provide
packed lunches. As with all our procedures this is being constantly monitored and
reviewed. Dinner money this term is £84 or £12 per week if you prefer.
Yours sincerely
M Mountcastle

